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Dynamic, model-based validation of requirements helps determine whether system requirements meet customer concerns in a feasible manner without unintended adverse behavior. The Society of Automotive Engineers Aerospace Recommended Practices (SAE
ARP) 4754 Revision A specifies an approach to the systems engineering and certification
for commercial air transports. ARP 4754A identifies validation methods as “traceability,
analysis, modeling, test, similarity, and engineering review”. With the practice of ModelBased Systems Engineering (MBSE) the first problem becomes how to leverage existing
analytical tools for these purposes in a reusable, flexible, and systematic approach against
the requirements. To this end, the authors have developed an Analysis-Centric Template
Pattern in SysML which provides a library of model elements accessible through SysML
Stereotypes, for encapsulating engineering analyses. The model element library enables
systematic encapsulation of engineering analyses regardless of the execution tool. This library of SysML elements is used to manage aircraft performance assessments. The results
of these assessments map against a small subset of requirements for feasibility assessment,
to demonstrate part of early phase physics-based requirements validation of commercial
air transports.

Nomenclature
ARP 4754A
BDD
CST
ESEM
JMP
M&S
MBSE
OMG
RV
SE
SMM
SysML

Aerospace Recommended Practices 4754A
Block Definition Diagram
Cameo Simulation Toolkit
Executable Systems Engineering Method
Statistics and Data Visualization App
Modeling and Simulation
Model-Based Systems Engineering
Object Management Group
Requirements Validation
Systems Engineering
Solution Method Model
Systems Modeling Language

I.

Introduction and Motivation

This paper seeks to provide greater unity for Requirements Validation (RV), Systems Engineering (SE),
and Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) activities. A key aspect desired for RV is understanding the
likelihood of success based on the precise selection or quantification of a requirement. The act of selecting
or quantifying the requirement will usually leverage physics-based modeling and simulation (M&S), from
the model-driven design and robust-design domains. However, SE practices guide both the determination
of the requirement as well as the provisioning of appropriate M&S to perform trade studies. Finally, MBSE
practice is interested in how the provisioned models connect with stakeholders, how reusable and traceable
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the links are from requirements to architecture and analysis, in addition to the degree of tool-independence
allowed for integrating the M&S environment with the MBSE environment for promoting stakeholder buy-in
to MBSE.
A.

What does it mean to have a template?

A template is taken to be the “essential field of relationships needed to solve a problem”,1 which is the
same as a design pattern. Engineers frequently seek to curate these patterns as they “can apply them to
design problems”2 and get results. Repeated analytical activity motivates a need for managing analyses in
MBSE languages through templates or design patterns. According to Gamma et al, “Design patterns make
it easier to reuse successful designs and architectures” [2, p.2] and that therefore “Cataloging design patterns
is important. It gives us standard names and definitions for the techniques we use.” [2, p.351] The overall
purpose of patterns in design is to systematize design knowledge, so that common tasks become repeatable
and regular. Regularity can improve understanding of the information and efficiency of algorithmic access to
the information itself. The analysis-centric template is a design pattern in an MBSE language for representing
analytical activity in the SE process. This paper demonstrates a means of constructing and using a pattern
for analyses with application to aircraft RV.
B.

Defining Requirements Validation

The terms verification and validation are controversial in SE. In the aircraft certification realm, the Aerospace
Recommended Practices 4754 Revision A (ARP 4754A) state that RV includes: “traceability, analysis,
modeling, test, similarity, and engineering review”.3 Less clear is how or why performing these activities
may differ from verification, or to what extent. In order to provide a clear demarcation between verification
and validation, the definition of RV from Grady’s latest textbook will be used; that RV is “a process carried
out to demonstrate that one or more requirements are clearly understood and that it is believed to be possible
to satisfy them through design work within the current technological state of the art, funding, and schedule
based on demonstrable facts”.4 In order to determine whether the requirements are the right ones, whether
the quantities specified are feasible or viable, will be addressed using advanced design methodology.
C.

Advanced Design Methodology applied to Requirements Validation

Mavris, Bandte, and DeLaurentis5 established advanced design methodology for the robust design simulation
of aircraft which is capable of providing model-based assistance in quantifying requirements. The design
methodology explores the feasibility of requirements with or without the infusion of technologies, directly
tackling the core issue in Grady’s formulation of validation. According course material taught on the basis
of this work,6 input design variables are modified according to distributions such as uniform distributions.
As a result of fast-probability integration or monte carlo simulation of either 1) physics-based M&S or 2)
surrogate models of the physics-based M&S, the output is a set of quasi-cumulative distribution functions
for the responses. Current values for requirements include the bounds on the input design variables, as well
as constraints overlaid on the output distributions. Overall there is an idea of combining the results with
an AND gate, to determine whether a constraint selection is feasible. If the selection is feasible, the outputs
show whether the requirements have a non-zero chance of success. If the constraint selection is not viable, the
probability of success according to constraint placement on the output cumulative distribution function is
unacceptably low. When requirements are found to be not viable or infeasible, a loop occurs where actions to
change input ranges, relax constraint values, or select different concept spaces may be taken; however, it may
also be possible to explore the impact of new technologies. Overall, the methodology supports visualization
of the system feasibility to answer whether a feasible space exists for the design according to the current
set of requirements, improving requirements understanding and the state of knowledge regarding technology
selection. If these engineering methods are incorporated with MBSE, then the exploration of design spaces
and constraint selection could be made a more effective part of the RV activity in SE.
D.

Example Requirements Definition

An example definition of requirements is given by Table 1. In this example, Requirements 1 and 2 are
approximately the bounds of the transport category requirement; Requirement 3 is the design requirement
which for which the design team might wish to choose a feasible and viable value for approach speed. In order
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Table 1. Example Requirements.

Number
1
2
3

Name
Vapp1
Vapp2
Vapp3

Text
Approach speed must be greater than or equal to 120.0.
Approach speed must be less than or equal to 140.0
The approach speed of the aircraft must be TBR.

Derived From
N/A
N/A
1, 2

to make this selection, a series of analyses will be performed according to the design problem introduced later
in section C page 5. This series of analytical activity, integrated in or referenced from the MBSE environment,
will be the target of the analysis-centric template for existing and diverse model-driven techniques.
E.

Moving from Document-Based to Model-Based Systems Engineering

In order to incorporate the model-driven techniques for RV in SE, it is important to understand what work
is done in SE and how the move towards MBSE changes that work. An overview of the work in SE, and
the tasks involved, is provided in Martin’s Guidebook.7 When tasks are performed in SE, the result has
traditionally been a set of document or document-like end products, resulting in the moniker Document-Based
Systems Engineering. Systems Engineers would produce documents, tables, figures, or flowcharts describing
the system requirements, behavior, and structure while managing data and information consistency across
all these documentation end-products through manual checks, perhaps with the assistance of a database
usually specifically reserved for requirements management. A hypothetical example might be how to manage
consistency between an operational concept diagram expressed in MS Powerpoint, and requirements kept in
a database or even in MS Word. The answer for managing consistency between all of these document-type
end products of SE tasks has become to apply MBSE. According to Delligatti,8 Systems Engineers engaged
in MBSE do not directly author the document-type end products, but instead will author a system model
in a modeling language which can be manipulated to present the desired end-products. First outlined by
Wymore,9 MBSE specifically sought to provide a mathematical linkage between the typical document and
document-type end product describing systems to manage consistency. Since Wymore, many languages
both formal and semi-formal have arisen. For the purpose of this paper, the OMG Systems Modeling
Language (SysML) will be used. An example of the requirements from Table 1 in SysML is given in Figure
1, and manipulated into tabular form as shown in Figure 10. The system model built by the modeling
language should contain all the information and relationships regarding operational concepts, requirements,
and more from which reports and tables may be generated. Therefore, it is also desirable to have close
ties to engineering analysis and analytical models for evaluating, populating, and characterizing system
performance.

Figure 1. Example Approach Speed Requirements from Table 1 in SysML.
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II.

Related Work

In order to establish the relevancy of this paper, an understanding of related work is necessary. The related
work in question is primarily that body of literature which compares to the Analysis-Centric Template,
rather than particular methods or techniques for RV. A previous paper by Reilley et al10 describes an
overview of various techniques for modeling and simulation in MBSE languages. There are a few specific
techniques which are relevant for the discussion about the Analysis-Centric Template. Peak et al11 describes
a fundamental design pattern for MBSE in SysML. Peak et al list limitations including handling differentialalgebraic equations, state transition, and time-based behavior.11 While approaches to address these issues
may still involve SysML BDDs and parametric diagrams, they need additional facets of SysML which may
not be supported entirely by a constraint-graph computational model. Additionally, engineering design
optimization is not always represented as a constraint-graph problem. Finally, the probabilistic assessment
and surrogate modeling needed for performing a model-driven design RV activity is not addressed, even if
some of the resulting regressions may be represented by constraint-graph compatible SMMs. Some techniques
go beyond constraint-graphs. In terms of the tools used here to demonstrate the Analysis-Centric Template,
the work of Karban et al12 is the most similar in the literature. Karban et al proposes an Executable
Systems Engineering Method (ESEM) which heavily leverages MagicDraw and Cameo Simulation Toolkit to
perform analyses on SysML models. The technique here shares an objective with Peak et al, to “eliminate
the inconsistency that often arises when data is also maintained by analysis tools”.12 Karban et al identifies
its weakness as including a lack of coverage of finite element methods, as well as reliability or accuracy of the
analysis constructed from the SysML model.12 These weaknesses arise because the analysis is the sum of the
models expressed in SysML; finite element methods, reliability and probabilistic analysis, as well as design
optimization will usually be located externally to SysML in appropriate engineering tooling. Often, a tool to
manage the relationship to these external environments is model transformation. Nikolaidou et al13 describes
several prominent approaches to model transformation as a component in systems engineering methodology.
In all cases, the SysML model must be specifically authored to conform to the expected model transformation.
The transformation language will parse or query the source model and then appropriately construct the
output model. The limitations on how the system representation can be constructed and the simulation
methods involved are seen as too limiting for general cases of engineering analysts engaged in a variety of
aircraft design activities for the current study, and are not leveraged by the Analysis-Centric Template. The
tool selection discussed below orients towards running arbitrary engineering codes, without constraining the
engineering analysis and system model to any particular computational model or transformation schema.

III.

Problem Definition and Value Identification

The problem at hand for the Analysis-Centric Template is how to represent disparate analyses in the
system model. Additionally, these analyses will have different modes of operation, will be used for different
purposes vis-a-vis the system description, and must provide active change propagation towards checking the
requirements. Specifically, at least one analysis should enable quantification of requirements on the basis of
probabilistic techniques to support the practice of RV.
A.

Basic SysML Modeling Style for Aircraft

A paper earlier in 2019 by Bagdatli et al14 established a basic technique for expressing Aircraft Conceptual
Sizing and Synthesis in an MBSE language. The paper leveraged SysML parametric diagrams to perform
the textbook equational approach to aircraft design according to Mattingly’s textbook,15 in a style which
corresponds to the introductory level modeling which can be seen in tutorials for the modeling language such
as by Friedenthal, Moore, and Steiner.16 Additionally, the paper by Bagdatli et al14 interfaced an identical
set of analyses which were expressed externally to the SysML editor in JMP - a statistical analysis and data
visualization tool. The implication then, highlighted briefly in the paper, is that all the values in the SysML
model throughout the hierarchy which are linked to constraint blocks must also be passed to the external
analysis in JMP. The difficulty is thus finding the correct values for inputs and outputs across this nested,
hierarchical structure when it is desired to use one means of execution versus another. With the introductory
modeling approach, the means of execution leads to constraints on the usage of the modeling language for
tool integration. The constraint block-based execution is not easily transferred to the external tool which
evaluates the equivalent of all constraint-block relations.
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B.

Tool Interoperability

In the case described by the introductory modeling approach, there are many aspects of modeling which are
driven by the choice of tools, e.g., Cameo Simulation Toolkit (CST). Figure 2 gives a more complete mapping
of the tool taxonomy which exists when selecting an MBSE language; however, the actual environment is
still much broader. In many of the possible cases from Figure 2, the selection which is made for the execution

Figure 2. Example tool selection and mapping.

tool will have some impact on the usage of the modeling tool. There are certain modeling characteristics
which are desirable. Regardless of the particular execution plugin or technique selected, the resulting analysis
should be represented in SysML such that it is easy to query, that any tool might be used as desired for a
particular analysis without constraining the rest of the system model, and that relevant system data should
be easily available to the analysis for either updating its inputs, or updating the system data according to
the analysis outputs. In this paper, the selection includes SysML, MagicDraw, MBSE Analyzer Pak for
running an external ModelCenter file, and CST for running an external JMP tool via behavior/parametric
animation and API calls.
C.

Model-Driven and Robust Design for Commercial Aircraft as a Requirements Validation
Process

For this RV exercise, a baseline aircraft will be used to go beyond a simple textbook example. In this case,
the aircraft is a notional 70-passenger aircraft from a class report by Abate et al,17 illustrated in 3-View
form in Figure 3. The design analysis is configured to run with ModelCenter.18

Figure 3. Three-view depiction of the baseline aircraft concept from Abate et al final report.17
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The purpose of the study overall was to perform a technology identification, evaluation, and selection
exercise.19 However, the first step in this process corresponds with the RV exercise of interest; that is, for
a set of requirements, is it possible to choose values for those requirements for which the system is likely
to succeed with the current state of the art? In this case, the requirements are posed in terms of output
metrics on aircraft performance, environmental concerns, and economic concerns. The baseline values of the
requirements are given in Figure 4. Meanwhile, according to the analytical perspective, the aircraft design
posed against the requirements is characterized by a vector of design variables. The baseline variables are
given in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Required values for the baseline aircraft concept from Abate et al final report.17

Figure 5. Design variables for the baseline aircraft concept from Abate et al final report.17

The overall process for answering these questions regarding the requirements involves two sets of analyses
and multiple steps. The primary, physics-based M&S is run on a design of experiments, where each run
closes on a single design according to the design variables. With the output data in terms of the metrics of
interest, surrogate models of those metrics can be created, and monte carlo simulation performed to get the
cumulative distribution functions for constraint selection. The surrogate modeling activity and constraint
selection happens in a series of steps in JMP, and the output is a set of values corresponding to the metrics
which are the required values for the metrics given feasibility and viability. An overview of the analytical
process is given in Figure 6.

IV.

Defining the Template

A primary objective of the Analysis-Centric Template is to elevate the representation of analyses beyond
integration tools. Most approaches to integrating modeling and simulation with SysML models constrain
the specific usage of the SysML language10 .13 For example, the approach in Peak et al11 requires (1) the use
of SysML constraint blocks, and (2) a constraint-graph solver tool such as ParaMagic plus symbolic algebra through MATLAB, Mathematica, or OpenModelica, such that parameter relations are bidirectional.10
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Figure 6. Analytical environment for the baseline aircraft concept from Abate et al final report.17

However, the use of MBSE Analyzer Pak to integrate ModelCenter and AnalysisServer wrappers into SysML
Constraint Blocks breaks bidirectionality. Further, CST also (mostly) breaks the intended bidirectionality
of Peak et al,11 which is through algebraic manipulation, but enables the use of behaviors (activities, interactions, state-machines, opaque behaviors) and scripting languages to interact with the MagicDraw API,
Cameo API, and the computer system at large. Analyses integrated through these scripts will need to have
a clear context for the behaviors or constraint blocks which are the anchor point in the system model. Additional modeling constraints may also exist in different facets of SysML according to tool specification. The
tool-dependent complexity of the actual executable SysML usage is the primary motivation for constructing
a tool-independent representation for consistently representing analytical capabilities.
Beyond a tool-independent representation of analyses, another objective is to provide a clear linkage to
model data necessary for the operation of the analysis. By creating the appropriate linkages, the analysis
can provide useful input to the system description. To do so, the Analysis-Centric Template is defined in
two parts.
A.

Part 1: Input-Output Mapping

The first part addresses the core information of any particular analysis: the specific input-output mapping.
The region of the SysML model within this input-output mapping is the home of the tool-specific modeling
needed for execution. The creation of a placeholder input-output mapping is illustrated in Figure 7, and
detailed explanations are given in Figures 8 and 9.

(a) Create Analysis block

(b) Add Input block,
with part subsetting
params

(c) Add Output block, with part subsetting params

Figure 7. Building up an example analysis.

Overall, the template consists of three parts which work together: a library of SysML elements, stereotypes, and customization elements which modify the behavior of the tool, MagicDraw, when the stereotypes
are used in the model. First, the library of SysML elements defines entities such as Analysis, Params, Input,
and Output. These SysML Blocks are marked as “abstract” as visualized by the italicization of the block
name; that is, they cannot be used as the classifiers for instances, and they should not be seen in existence
during simulation. The Analysis has [1, n] items of type Params; that is, the part property params : Params
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has multiplicity 1..*. An overview of Analysis-Centric Template pattern for the input-output mapping is
given by Figures 8.

Figure 8. Information on how the Analysis-Centric Template is defined and constructed using library elements,
stereotypes, and how it is applied to model elements.

The usual technique for creating model libraries would be to define a set of library blocks and relationships, and apply the library to a model through specialization or instantiation. However, manually creating
specialization/generalization relationships for all elements in the system model is tedious. As such, a practical implementation of the pattern must provide at least this minimum level of automation: a means of
automatically applying inheritance to the template library elements. This feature, the automatic application
of the generalization relationship, is the primary purpose of the stereotypes and customization elements.
B.

Part 2: System Model Data

Figure 9. How the template relates to the system description.

As the domain of these analyses are commercial transport aircraft, there is some data about the aircraft
as a system which will be necessary for the analysis or which will be revised as part of the evaluation of the
analysis. This data is generally divided into three portions by the Analysis-Centric Template, those portions
being Aircraft Elements, Mission Elements, and Environmental Elements as shown in Figure 9. In Figure
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9, the system elements are not parts of the Analysis, but references. The elements exist elsewhere in the
model such that the analysis does not have its own copy of them as part of its internal structure. Instead,
it is able to gain access to the external copy of the system elements which are located within the system
description. There are several techniques in terms of executable SysML modeling which permit the analysis
to gain access to the information within the reference properties and assign that information to the inputs or
from the outputs to the system data. These techniques include binding connectors on parametric diagrams,
object flows from actions on activity diagrams, and more custom assignments using the API.
C.

Addressing the System Hierarchy

While ARP4754A3 defines an aircraft as a hierarchical Aircraft - System - Item structure. An Aircraft
is made up of Systems, and Systems are made up of Items, and Items are either Hardware or Software.
The view in this paper is more general and not in conflict with any other such definition of the system of
interest (Aircraft or otherwise). Rather, multiple such definitions may be overlaid on any given element
in the system model: a Block in the system model may be simultaneously Logical per an SE methodology or architecture framework, an Aircraft Element per the Analysis-Centric Template, and a System per
ARP4754A. The intent by defining Aircraft Element is merely to state and that an Aircraft is made up of
Aircraft-type things, from the general systems perspective. Likewise, the Aircraft Concept of Operations, or
Mission, is made up of Mission-type things in the same vein as the Mission Segments from Bagdatli et al.14
Finally, the Environment in which the Aircraft performs its Mission may also be described as hierarchically
defined Environmental Elements, or the Environmental Elements may be disjoint. These definitions allow
the analysis to slice across the system architecture by explicit reference and subset relationships.
Slicing across the system architecture simplifies the analytical relationship to the system data. Instead
of requiring a search for appropriate values, potentially looping through the nested definition of the system of interest for each evaluation of the analysis, the systems engineer responsible for integration of the
analysis defines once what portions of the system are relevant to the analysis. The result are three lists
of items: aircraft Elements : Aircraft Element 0..*, mission Elements : Mission Element 0..*, and
environmental Element : Environmental Element 0..*. The system data is identified by creating reference properties to the appropriate system blocks, and implementing the subset relation to the appropriate
inherited reference property (aircraft, mission, or environment). During evaluation, the three lists from the
template pattern will be populated by the system elements which have been identified. Therefore, the analysis definition need only concern itself with the specific system elements it requires. Moreover, additional
flexibility is provided to the analysts involved. For example, in the RV activity, the output of analysis is not
strictly a characteristic of the system, but potentially a value for a requirement which has been selected. In
this way, by keeping analysis inputs and outputs separate from the system data, the analysis definition is
both highly flexible and as simple as possible for any given context.

V.

Using the Template

In order to give a small demonstration of the utility of the Analysis-Centric Template, a small example
using the 70 Passenger aircraft17 will be given. This example will have a limited set of requirements as given
in Table 1 to help demonstrate not only traceability, but also change propagation.
A.

Example SysML Model

The utility of the Analysis-Centric Template is best seen in application. For this purpose, a simple aircraft
example will be built up to get information from the 70 passenger design analysis. The simple model will be
used to illustrate briefly how change propagation against the requirements according to the results of two
disparate analyses is enabled. The change propagation enables the resulting SysML model to be an active
participant in the model-driven design activities which are one means of performing RV.
1.

Requirements

Firstly, the requirements from Table 1 must be translated to SysML requirement blocks. Figure 10 illustrates
how requirements translate to a similar SysML representation.
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Figure 10. Requirement Table presenting the SysML definition of Table 1.

As in Table 1, the requirements 1 and 2 are vaguely from type certification-style requirements. Meanwhile,
the derived requirement 3 is on the value for the approach speed for which the aircraft should be designed. In
this way, Figure 10 replicates what would typically be seen in a simple requirements table in document-based
practices. Compared to the information displayed on Figure 1, it is only a different perspective of the same
requirements in the SysML model. Furthermore, just as in the document-based approach — for example,
in MS Excel — it is possible to include additional information about the requirements and the system of
interest.
2.

System Description

In order to extend the requirements description, some additional data must be defined. The system of
interest is an aircraft context — the 70 passenger aircraft, with the environment and mission description for
its intended operation. The system of interest is illustrated in an architecture block diagram, formatted as
a SysML BDD, in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Architecture diagram of the system of interest in SysML BDD format.

According to Figure 11, the Aircraft Context has three parts: the 70 passenger aircraft, the environmental
impact, and the mission description. For the aircraft itself, the aircraft has thee parts as well: a wing, a
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vertical tail, and a horizontal tail. Each of the wing, vertical tail, and the horizontal tail is an aerodynamic
surface. Due to the object-oriented syntax of SysML, that means that wing, vertical tail, and horizontal tail
inherit the features of aerodynamic surface. The effect of this is not directly visible in Figure 11; however,
it can be seen in the table presented by Figure 12.

Figure 12. Effect of inheritance showing how wing, vertical tail, and horizontal tail have inherited the four
values defined for an aerodynamic surface. Because the child blocks are aerodynamic surfaces, they have the
properties of aerodynamic surfaces.

Such a simple model may give rise to questions as to whether the utility of the Analysis-Centric template
is lower when the system of interest is substantially more hierarchical and detailed. The purpose of a simple
SysML model here is to give greater emphasis on how the template works, how it is used, and how it is
helpful. However, its utility is increased when the SysML model of the system of interest is large, and when
the choice of system representation does not mesh well with any single executable modeling paradigm.
Returning to the requirements briefly, it is possible to now provide some initial, simple linkage to the three
requirements mentioned previously. Figure 13 extends what was shown on a table in Figure 10.

Figure 13. The approach speed from the mission description should satisfy the requirements.

Such a representation has a SysML diagram view as well, as illustrated in Figure 14. The diagram in
Figure 14 has three edges pointing from the value for approach speed to the three requirements indicating
that they ought to be satisfied by the value.
3.

Executable Requirement

In order to enhance the capability of the requirements representation, especially for change propagation
and the active participation of the system model in the requirements validation activity, it is necessary to
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Figure 14. Diagram illustrating the new relationships from Figure 13.

provide some additional SysML modeling surrounding the requirements. While natural language processing
and other advanced techniques are improving for handling requirements, it is difficult to always correctly
parse requirements as they are written, due to the use of natural language. The simplest solution is to manage
from time to time an additional product, in this case a SysML constraint block, which refines the requirement
by capturing the mathematical essence of the natural language statement. The SysML constraint blocks,
and their internally defined equations, are displayed on Figure 15. While shown now, Figure 15 is completed
last, after the analyses and system data have been defined.

Figure 15. Extending Figure 13 to show the refinement of the approach speed requirements.

In this state there are two issues which prevent the evaluation of the mathematical logic from Figure 15.
The first is that the constraint blocks will properly need a context to be evaluated. However, this context
is not an engineering analysis and does not produce an “output,” other than the status of the requirements
being met or not met. Additionally, there are some quantities such as the as-yet-unspecified, to be reviewed
value for requirement 3, on the aircraft approach speed design value. This value will need to be stored
someplace as a value property to track it as it evolves. To meet these needs, a simple re-labeling of the
SysML block is used to illustrate an executable requirement. This executable requirement enables checking
the system’s approach speed from the mission description against requirements 1 and 2, but also provides
a place in which to populate the selected value for the approach speed requirement according to the RV
exercise, and enforce it on the value which is stored in the mission description. The logic for the executable
requirement is captured according to a single SysML parametric diagram, given in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Parametric diagram for the executable requirement.

B.

Defining the Physics-Based Analysis

The system model formulated here must incorporate the analysis characterizing the system performance
from Section C page 5. Doing so requires approximately four steps in general:
1. represent the analysis inputs and outputs
2. represent the execution strategy to convert inputs to outputs
3. refer the analysis to the appropriate system elements
4. formulate necessary updates between the analysis and the system
Step 1 for the ModelCenter FLOPS wrapper is shown in Figure 17. It is analogous to Figure 7. Step 2 was
completed in this case using MBSE Analyzer Pak from Phoenix Integration. This step results in the creation
of a SysML parametric diagram, shown in Figure 18. Step 3 was only partly completed for this paper, and
the result is apparent in Figure 20 where the analysis refers to a mission description, which contains the
system approach speed. For this work, Step 4 was not completed, but would consist of encoding an update
from the referenced system data to input values before evaluation, and from the output values to referenced
system data after evaluation, for which there may be multiple solutions depending on the execution tools
selected.
C.

Defining the Surrogate Modeling Analysis Activity which enables Requirements Validation

In this case, the surrogate modeling activity which is performed to evaluate the feasibility and viability of
requirements preserves the same inputs and outputs as the previous analysis. In that way, the analysis IO
definition is essentially replicated into a new set of Analysis, Input, and Output blocks. However, this time
the environment to be run is not ModelCenter, but JMP. For this purpose, a different tool will be used. CST
will be used instead of MBSE Analyzer Pak in order to coordinate a set of scripts to wrap the JMP tool.
The overarching layout of this version of Step 2 is given in Figure 19, including detail on a form of input
handling mirroring the implementation of Bagdatli et al.14 A key item to remember here is that while the IO
definition of the analyses is the same, the purpose of the analyses is different. The former analysis, running
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(a) Create Analysis block

(b) Add Input block, with part subsetting params

(c) Add Output block, with part subsetting params

Figure 17. Constructing the IO footprint of the ModelCenter Analysis.

Figure 18. MBSE Analyzer Pak-based parametric diagram for the aircraft design analysis, in the context only
of the analysis.
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ModelCenter and FLOPS, exists to solve for aircraft performance. This analysis serves the purpose of RV
by ensuring that the engineer knows whether it is possible to meet the requirements they have quantified
according to the current state of the art. According to this purpose, the output values of the aircraft metrics
are the selected requirement values for the aircraft metrics.

(a) Surrogates IO Mapping

(b) Surrogate Modeling Environment
Evaluation

(c) Detail on Managing Inputs

Figure 19. Surrogate Model Execution Setup.

D.

Executable Demonstration

Finally, having constructed all the pieces, the full vision of the RV activity in the system model via change
propagation can be realized according to Figure 20. As the analyses used to describe the system and choose
the requirement values are leveraged by engineers working with the system model, they may be updating
model products such as instances which represent their cases. These instances would be leveraged by the
executable requirement to enforce the checks against he requirements presented earlier. The result can be
seen in execution environments such as CST and MBSE Analyzer Pak, depending on the precise setup of
the executable requirement. The evaluation technique used here relies on CST to piece everything together,
enabling role-playing as to what may happen as the analysis updates the mission description, or as the design
space exploration surrogate models update the required value for approach speed.

VI.

Conclusion

The Analysis-Centric Template provides utility in application to the context of Aircraft Requirements
Validation activities. By having a pattern for engineering analyses, and by using this template, any analyses
from any tools can be leveraged for requirements validation or other activities without impacting the use of
the MBSE language to describe the system. The abstraction of the analysis helps build stakeholder buy-in
by giving analysts a clear home, it simplifies the system modeling activity by limiting implicit requirements
on the use of the modeling language to describe the system of interest in a way that is compatible with one
analytical environment or another, and it enables change propagation for realizing requirements validation
in the MBSE context. While similar to existing work, this effort is not dependent on any one means of
model execution nor is it dependent on any particular style of representing the system elements and Aircraft
description.
The approach presented here does result in some limitations. The author of the analysis representation must
identify the elements to which the analysis is related. The search need only be performed one time if the
model is constant; worst-case, as often as the elements of interest are modified in the model. While better
searching of the model could provide faster results over simple searches when the search must be performed
at each evaluation, it is important to remember that the Analysis-Centric Template is fundamentally in
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Figure 20. Overview of the total set of requirements, executable syntax, and system description needed to
enable change propagation for the requirements validation exercise.
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service to the integration of engineering analyses for performing engineering tasks related to the systems of
interest, not to the development of advanced model querying techniques. In effect, what is done for each
analysis representation is an informal model transformation in the context of the SysML execution tool. The
difference with respect to Nikolaidou et al13 is that the target does not need to be a language, in the sense
that the analyst environment can be configured for use so that trusted analyses are available to the system
model. While some information may be hidden from the view of the system model, such information as
is necessary can be annotated to the analysis representation with additional SysML modeling where it is
appropriate. This may include assumptions and other important notes for the usage of the analysis.
The Analysis-Centric Template can represent additional information as necessary. For example, extended
versions of the template have defined analysis as composed of other analyses in the model element library
for the purpose of describing multi-disciplinary analysis. However, since the conceptual design process which
is the target of the trade study only needs basic information about the aircraft, the library shown here is
sufficient to describe most concerns. However, development continues on the Analysis-Centric Template.
Future work includes improvements to mapping the system data across the references to and from the
analysis parameters, querying the descriptions and instances in appropriate format, and in building examples
for instructional purposes.
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